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PREFACE
The information contained in this report was originally prepared under
Contract NAS 5-11-513 for inclusion in one of the regular "updates" distribu-
ted to holders of the ATS Technical Data Report (`DR). However, it was
recognized that many TDR holders would have no requirei lent for this exten-
sive and detailed material. As a matter of economy, therefore, it was de-
cided to present the information as a separate document with a smaller print-
ing and simply call attention to it in the TDR.
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The ATS-1 VHF transponder was used as a communication link between
ships of the Apollo 11 task force and the U.S. mainland from July 12 to 24.
During 13 days of testing, several fading and changes in apparent angle of
arrival of signals were experienced. The fading is attributed to equatorial
scintillations, but the changes in the apparent angle of arrival are difficult
to account for. Some changes can be attributed to the effects of the ship's
structure on the antenna radiation patterns, but it does not account for all
the changes. It is recommended that & formal wcperimmt be performed to obtain
a larger, more controlled sample and from these data calculate statistically
reliable results.
r
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SINTRADUCTICN
The VHF transponder on the ATS-1 satellite was used as a backup
communications link from the Apollo 11 recovery ship U.S.S. Hornet, and the
tracking ships Huntsville, Mercury and Redstone to the U.S. mainland. A
basic block diagram of the system used is depicted in Figure 1. The ship-
board stations all use identical equipment capable of transmitting 250 watts
and using 12-db gain, circularly polarized antennas. The Mojave ATS ground
station has a transm;cter capable of 1 W; it has a 21-db gain circularly
polarized receive antenna and a 14-db gain circular polarised transmit antenna.
The spacecraft VHF transponder is a saturated amplifier that is
power limited and proportions its output power, with some compression, be-
tween the two carrier signals according to the ratio of the input signal
powers. Therefore, the 49.1-dbm EIRP of the spacecraft is proportioned to
48.4 dbm and 36.8 dbm. The derivation of these values is indicated in
Appendix I. Because of this paroporticomecnt, the fading of one sii,al reflects
its effect on the other signal. For instance, if the power ratio of the two
input signals varies, the output ratio will also vary with the saws propor-
tion. (Assuming both signals are above the threshold of the transponder)..
This effect is mentioned because it could be interpreted on the recordings
as fading of a'channel that is not fading.
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1SYSTEM CALCUTATIONS
The predicted performance of the two carrier channels is indicted
in Appendix Is System Calculations. A comparison of sections A and B of
Appendix I indicates that there is an 8-db difference in the poorer level of
the two signals impinging upon the spacecraft. Previous tests of ATS-1
indicate that an "b ratio is converted to a 12-db output ratio besause of
the compression of the transponder. This 12 db is reflected in section D
where it can be seen that the shipboard signal (S2) is retransmitted by the
spacecraft at 36.8 dbm compared to 48.8 dbm for S 1. signal.
Sections E and F indicate the received levels of these signals from
the output of a terrestrial isotropic radiator. Sections H through I indicate
the predicted received levels of the two signals at the ground station and
the shipboard station. The expected level of the signal emanating from the
ground station and received by the ship is 111.8 dbm. The signal level meas-
ured by the ships varied from -105 dbm to -125 dbm with a mode of -110 dbm.
The difference between the predicted level o! -111.6 dbm and the measured
-110 dbm is probably due to values of fewer loss used in the calculations.
The signal level received by Mojave of its own signal is approx-
imately -103 dbm, which compares favorably with the -102.8 dbm predicted.
The received level at Mojave of the signal transmitted by the ships is approxi-
mately -111 dbm, The predicted value of -114.8 On is approadmately 4 dbm
less than the measured and could be accounted for by possible feeder loss
error, transmitter poorer error, or ccaprasion ratio error.
.
.
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RESULTS
Received signal level tests were made at Mojave at various times
between July 12 and July 24, inclusive. Signal level was Astermined by re-
cording the AOC level on four receivers at Mojave. Two receivers were re-
ceiiing the ground station signal and the other two recorded the signal being
transmitted from the shipboard station. The bandwidth used was 10 kHz with
an AGC time constant of 0.3 second.
A review of Table 1 indicates that a great deal of signal fading
was encountered during the tests. A close look at the time of occurrence of
fades indicates that all the fading occurred at local night time. Because of
the small amount of data, it is impossible to indicate with any high degree
of certainty the time zone of fading. The small amount of data indicated,
however, that the fading started at app: ximately 1900 hours (local) and
stopped on one occasion at approximately 0500 hours and on another occasion
at approximately midnight.
Previous VHF tests among a ground station, ATS spacecraft, and air-
planes or Coast Guard cutters have indicated fading, but'not of the duration
and depth witnessed during these tests. Tests made by others (1,2) however,
indicate that stations located near the geomagnetic equator wMerience severe
fading. These equatorial scintillatione appear to vary as a function of the
time of day, season, sunspot cycle, and geomagnetic latitude of the earth
station. .According to'the literature, equatorial scintillations are most
serious during local night time starting at approoinately 1700 hours and
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•ending at approximately 0800 hours.
	 It has also been shown that the scintill-
ations reach a maximum during the equinox and minimum during the solstice.
Since this experiment was performed nearer a solstice than an equinox, it can
be assumed that the scintillations would have been worse for a different
season of the year.
Figure 2 is a strip chart recording made at Mojave of two signals
from the spacecraft.
	 One signal (the upper trace) originated from Mojave;
- the other signal (the lower two traces) originated at the shipboard station
on the U.S.S Hornet.
	 The recordings were made from four identical receivers
connected to the same antenna. ((may three are shown.)
' The bandwidth used was 10 kHz with an AGC time constavzt of 0.3 second.
' The recording was taken on July 24 between the time of 0924 GMT to 0944 GMT.
At this time	 the Hornet was positioned at 11°
 10.5' north latitude and 1720
09' west longitude.
	 From Figures 5 and 6 it can be seen that this position
corresponds to a north geomagnetic latitude of approximately 22 0
 N.
3	 J,`_' Figure 2 is a typical recording of a station going through a short
. y
-?^ fading sequence.	 The entire fade sequence extends from 0925Z to 094OZ
'j
=	 i
I
(15 minutes).	 This corresponds to local, time of 2025 to 2040.
	 The chart
indicates that the average signal level at Mojave of its own signal is approxi-
mately -102 dbm and of the U.S.S. Hornet's signal -111 dbm. 	 These compare very
favorably with the calculated values of -102 . 8 dbm and -111.8 dbm. 	 The fading
starts with very shallow depths of approximately ± 2 db and duration of approxi-
mately 5 seconds between adjacent zero crossings.
	 After approximately 5 minutes,
the fade depths reach magnitude of a- 7 db to -15 db. 	 The: 15 db is not necess-
arily the depth of the fade but could be a limitation caused by the equipment
capability.	 Although it took appraximately 5 minutes to enter into full fading,
.
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it can be seen that the fade ends in approximately 1 minute (0939-40 to 0940-40).
The slight scintillation of Mojave's signal between 0928-25 and
0932-20 is due to the power sharing effect of the spacecraft and not to fading.
The decrease in the Mojave signal can be correlated with an increase in signal
lerl of the Hornet signal. Specifically at 0930 0
 the Mojave signal level.
has a deep spike, but the Hornet signal has a sharp increase at the same time.
Since the spacecraft is a constant power device, the output pa ger on the two
signals IA a function of their input power ratios and the compression ratio
of the S/C.
Figure 3 indicates the signal level of two ships, the Huntsville
and the Hornet on July 19 at approximately 0630. From figure 6 it can be
seen that on July 19 the Huntsville was at a geomagnetic north latitude of
approximately 280
 and the Hornet was at a geomagnetic north latitude of
approximately 100 , Because of the relative distance of the two ships with
respect to the geomagnetic equator, it could be surmised that the Hornet
would undergo more severe fading than the Huntsville. Figure 3 does sub-
stantiate this hypothesis.
Figure 4 indicates the signal level of ship Redstone received a*.
Mojave at approximately the same time of 0815 GMT., From figure 6 it can be
seen that the Redstone is positioned at approximately 8 0
 south geomagnetic
latitude. Because of its nearness to the geomagnetic equator it would be
surmised that its scintillations would be as severe as the Hornet located
at 100
 M geomagnetic latitude. The strip chart does not indicate this; how-
ever tl3.ts short sample does not provide sufficient information on which to
draw a conclusion. It appears that the signal is going into deep fading
tow rds the and of the sample and the fading being witnessed on the Hornet
5
does not start until some time between 0820 and 0632 GHT. Therefore, it
could be possible that the experiment is time variant, and the two events
are independent.
Another . phanomenon witnessed by the experimenters on the U.S.S.
Hornet was a change in the apparent angle of arrival of the signal emanating
from an impinging upon the S/C. Most of the aims the signal appeared to be
coming from a source not positioned along the line-of-sight path to the
satellite. The difference was in the azimuth angle, no difference was noted
in the true elevation angle. Table 3 gives sous indication of the changes in
the apparent angle of arrival that were experienced by the experimenters
aboard the U.S.S Hornet July 22 and 23rd. The azimuth angle to the IDS of
the spacecraft is 1170 , but it can be seen from the table that maximtm► re-
ceive signal is obtained for angles from 70 0
 to 1800
 and maximum signal is
received at Mojave for.asimuth angles from 300
 to 1800 . In addition to the
change in angle of arrival of the signal, the transmit and receive angles differ
at a given time.
A plot of the frequency of occurrence of the different angles of
arrival is sham on Figure 7. This is a crude attempt to show the distri-
bution of the apparent angle of arrival. It is crude because the experiment
results contain biased samples and the criteria used for determining the angle
of arrival could be erroneous. It is a well known fact that the ship's struc-
ure has an effect on the radiation pattern of antennas and since the effect
is not kn n .9 the true angle of arrival of the signal may not be as measured.
Because of .these effects and biases there is UttU oonfidenca that the results
are repeatable, and are therefore not statistically stable.
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Figures 8, 91 and to are graphs of the scintillation index as a func-
tion of local, tim e The scintillation index vas determined from the strip
charts recorded at ibJave. It vas concluded to be scintillations in the link
from the shipboard station to the spacecraft because the link from the space-
craft to the "ve ground station: did not experience scintillations. The
method of determining scintillation index is the method adopted by APCRL
(Air lPbrce Cambridge Research Ube) and the JSSO (Joint Satellite Studies
Group) which is:
Scintillation Index - PHU - Pax
PMLZ +
More:
PHAX is the power sa^plitud
+
e
^
o
^
f the
+ 
third peat dmn from the
maximumexc%relon in a 5-minute i ntesval..
PWN is the power amplitude of the third level up from the
-4-1— excursion in the acme 5-m mate interval.
Figures 8 and 9 indicate the scintillation index at predominately the
Local night time hours. It am be seen that they are relatively high during
this time period. Figure 10 indicates the scintillation index as a function
of time for the days of July 22, 23, and 24. It is the most complete record
of all the data taken and indicates the diurnal variation of the scintilla-
tion index. Since the took force vas located near the geomagnetic equator
during these tests and since the scintillation index diurnal variation indi-
cates h74Oh values at ni&t and Im values during the day; it is hypothesised
that the 91W problems	 daring the Apollo U splaandorn were due to
"Sguator"I sain l auras". zmeept for the largs variations at 1600, the
•	 distributSon of the ad nt313attan Index fWSaus the typical pattern of equa-
torial, scinti"'LeMons (4& at night-]ter during the day).
7
The cumulative distribution of Scintillation index is plotted in Figure
11. Most of the data prior to July 23 was local night time. If it were used,
the distribution would be biased to the large scintillation indicies. In
order to depict evenly weighted measurements over one day, the 24 hours of
data of July 23 were used for the graph of Figure 11. Since this is only one
day of data, it should not be construed to be an average or mean distribution.
It is just one data point of the set. The indicated mean is 50% scintilla-
tion index. The calculated mean is 47.93 and the standard deviation is
39.88•
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CONCLUSIONS
The fading of the VHF channel experienced by the recovery ship
and tracking ships during the Apollo 11 mission is caused by the propagation
mechanism "equatorial scintillations'. Experiments by others indicate that
it occurs within ±20 0
 of the geomagnetic equator and is most severe during
local night time hours. The literature also indicates that it is seasonal
and is expected to reach a maximum during the equinox and a minimwm during
the solstice. Since the experiments were performed in the middle of July
and solstice occurs on June 21st, it can be assumed that the situation could
have been worse.
The change in the apparent angle of arrival of the signal is a
function of time and the different angle of arrival of transmit and receive
signals at a given time are characteristics which appear to be peculiar to
this experiment. Other experimenters have not reported this phenomenon,
possibly because they were not aware of it or it did not occur. The statistics
of this phenomenon can not be determined from this experiment because of in-
sufficient data, biased samples, erroneous measurements, and uncalibrated
shipboard antenna radiation patterns. The experiment results do, however,
R
imply the existence of the phenomena despite the fact that the measurement
procedure is not constant through the experiment.
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6RECQOOMATIONS
Because of the small amount of data available for analysis, the
inconsistent measurement procedure used, and the importance of VHF corm mi-
cation from synchronous satellites, it is recommended that a formal VHF ex-
periment be performed. It would be desirable to have as many stations as
possible, spread over the surface of the earth, to participate in the experi-
ment. By spreading the stations over the earth, the hypothesis of equatorial
scintillations as a function of distance from the geomagnetic equator can be
investigated. The diurnal effects at different latitudes could also be inves-
tigated with an attempt to statistically describe the fading characteristics
and the time availability of each station.
The change in the apparent angle of arrival of the signal can be
ascertained. If it exists, it implies that possible space, angle, or frequency
diversity may be methods of counteracting the fading. These techniques, along
with different methods of combining, shpuld be investigated to determine if
reliable VHF aammmication can be provided in the future.
In conclusion, it is recommended that the ATS Project Office seriously
consider performing formal VHF scintillation and angle of arrival experiments.
The results of these experiments could determine tith statistical reliability
the diurnal and seasonal fading characteristics of the "equatorial scintill-
ation" propagation mechanism. The experiments will also determine if the
apparent angle of arrival changes, its distribution and the effects of diver-
sity and combining.
20
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iTAWZ 1. SUNMff OF ACTIVITY REPORT FROM U.S.S. HMW
DATE (LOCAL)1969 OPERATING TIME (LOCAL)
July 11 2100 to 2200
July 12 2100 to 2200
July 13 2100 to 0155 (July 14)
July 14 2100 to 2200
July 15 2100 to 2320
July 16 2040 to 2300
July 17 2100 to 0007 (July 18)
July 18 2100 to 2330
July 19 0500 to 0857
July 19 2100 to 2300
July 20 0700 to 0903
July 21 0400 to 0805
July 21 1530 to 1845
July 22 0645 to 2400
July 23 0000 to 2400
July 24	 1 0000 to 1015
No interference reported
Some intermittent interference
Sporadic interference
Severe fading (-112dbm to -123dbm)
Prolonged and deep fades
(-llOdbm to -123dbm)
Signal fading (-110 to -125dbm)
Occasional fades increasing to
frequent
Deep fading (-110dbm to -125dbm)
No fading (-113dbm)
Deep occasional fades (-105dbm to
-120dbm)
No fading
No fading
No fading
No fading until 19302 (Fading
.until 2400)
Fading at 0000 until 0432.
No fading between 0500 and 1845.
Fading between 1845 and 2400.
Fades diminish at 0400.
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APPENDIX I
SYSTEM CALCM ATIONS
A. GROUND -STATION TO 3/G
Ground Station Tx. output power (1 KW) 	 +60 dbm
Ground Station Tx. Antenna Gain	 +14 db
i
Free space loss	 -168 db
F
	 Feeder loss	 -2 db
i
Polarization loss 	 -3 db
Signal level out of an isotropic radiator at 22,300 mi.
	 -99 dbm
B. SHIPBOARD STATION TO S/C
Shipboard Tx. Output Power (250 watts)	 +54 dbm
Shipboard Tx. Antenna Gain	 +12 db
Free space loss	 -168 db
Feeder loss	 -2 db
Polarization loss
	 •3 db
Signal level output of an isotropic radiator at 22,300 mi.
	 -107 dbm
C. a/c EIRP
S/C TX output grower (2 watts)	 +43 dbm
Feeder loss	 -2.4 db
Antenna gain
	 +8^
a/c EIRP	 +49.1 dbm
39
+36.8 dbm
-167.0 db
-3.0 db
-2.0 db
-135.8 dbm
D. SPACECRAFT TO OR0 1UND LINK CALCM ATIONS
Since the SfC transponder is a power sharing devise and the two input signals
differ by 8 db, then because of compression the output signals differ by 12 db.
-Therefore the output signals are S 1 and 15.88.
Total SAC output power (80.5 watts) EIRP	 +49.1 dbm
Power sharing signals (Sl) 75.7 watts EIRP	 +48.8 dbm
(S2) 4.78 watts EIRP
	 +36.8 dbm
E. 3IGNAL NO. 1 ANALYSIS
S/C output power ERP
Free Space loss
Polarization loss
Feeder loss
Signal level output of an isotropic radiator
F. SIGNAL NO. 2 ANALYSIS
S/C Output power EIRP
Free space loss
Polarization loss
Feeder lose
Signal level output of an isotropic radiator
+48.8 dbm
-167.0 db
-3.0 db
-2.0 db
-123.8 dbm
G. Signal No. 1 received by the Ground Station with antesna
gain of +21 db has received carrier level of: 	
-102.8 dbm
40
H. Signal No. 1 received by the shipboard station with an
antenna gain of +12 db has a received carrier level of: 	 -111.8 dbm
I. Signal No. 2 received by the ground station with an
antenna gain of +21 db has a received carrier level of:	 -114 .8 dbm
J. Signal No. 2 received by the Shipboard Statim with an
'	 antenna gain of +12 db bas a received carrier level of: 	 -123.8 dbm
i
i
^1
